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software[The separation of mycoplasma antigen and DNA from the cell surface of Mycoplasma
hyorhinis by lactate dehydrogenase treatment]. Mycoplasma hyorhinis was separated into the
plasmid DNA-free and antigen-free fractions by treatment with lactate dehydrogenase. Fluorescent
antibody staining of the two fractions showed that more than 90% of the Mycoplasma antigen and
over 90% of the DNA were eliminated from the cell surface during treatment with lactate
dehydrogenase. The two fractions of antigen and DNA were dialysed on cellulose membrane and
fractionated into individual fractions by chromatography. The antigenic activity of the dialysed
fractions was comparable to the standard antigen of the ATCC strain. The DNA in the dialysed
fraction was much more active than that in the untreated antigen-free fraction.MOSCOW, November
24. /TASS/. Russian President Vladimir Putin and German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s highly-
anticipated phone call on Friday to discuss the current situation in eastern Ukraine has not been
postponed, Russian presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters on Friday, adding that "the
substantive content of the talks will be discussed." "Merkel and Putin’s talks are scheduled. No
postponement has been made," he added. The Kremlin said earlier in the day that the phone call was
postponed following German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s call to her French counterpart. The
German leader assured her French counterpart Francois Hollande that Moscow and Berlin had
agreed on a solution in eastern Ukraine. The Kremlin added that German Chancellor Angela Merkel
and Russian President Vladimir Putin’s phone conversation was scheduled for Friday, Nov. 24 at
noon Moscow time.The present invention relates generally to breast biopsy devices and, more
particularly, to devices used to puncture an object to obtain a tissue sample for examination.
Generally, breast cancer is often detected when a woman notices a lump in one of her breasts.
Women concerned about lumps in their breasts should contact their physicians and obtain a tissue
sample to be examined by a pathologist. Typically, pathologists have the capability to examine
numerous tissue samples under a microscope for the presence of cancerous cells. This
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